PERMANENT SYNTHETIC MARKING SYSTEM FOR NATURAL GRASS SPORTS FIELDS

Imagine...

Never paint or chalk a sports field again!

LINETURF is very easy to install yourselves or by your local distributors. LINETURF is truly an excellent investment for your facility.

Contact us for a free consultation. Our experts will be available to answer any questions and help to find the right solution for you.

LineTurf soccer lines are approved by FIFA, law #1
http://thefab.com/laws/the-field-of-play/chapters/field-markings

Ask us about KWIK ANCHOR soccer goal net anchors. Protect players on your fields from severe injuries or worse. www.kwikanchor.net

Your contact is:
LINETURF is probably something you have never heard about. Well, we have been selling our lines for more than 10 years and have installations all over the globe.

Over 20 million players play on fields marked with our lines yearly. Our lines are installed on all natural grass sport fields and **no more paint is required** once lines are installed.

Our company has over 35 years experience in the synthetic turf business and we’ve patented LINETURF in the USA, Canada, and some European countries.

LINETURF is manufactured under license in the United States of America.

LINETURF is 2-1/4” high and has 4” of white or yellow fibers with rows of green fibers on each side to highlight a true 4” line and total width is 7”

LINETURF is installed for baseball foul lines, full soccer and football fields’ lines. Fibers are all high UV stabilized and LINETURF can last 9 years or longer. Lines are warranted for 8 years and we have never had to replace any.

A small trench is prepared using a sod cutter and our special blade. LINETURF is then set in the trench and then easily secured in place. Then all that needs to be done is infill the fibers with approved dry sand and crumb rubber. Infill to a uniform ground level and that’s it.

**What is LINETURF?**

LINETURF “Looks Like and Plays Like” a full synthetic field but on natural grass!

Grounds crews do not need to take any special care when mowing the fields!

- Saves money
- Saves time
- Environment friendly